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consultants and planners. We have 8 CFP®
designated advisors, all of whom have
expertise in different areas of planning. The
objective is to ensure that you are getting the
best advice and that we leverage the expertise
of everyone within our organization. We
believe that this core value of working in
teams will have a positive impact on the
quality of our service and enhance the client
experience.
“Teamwork is the secret that makes
common people achieve uncommon results”
– Ifeanyi Enoch Onuoha

NO CLIENT LEFT BEHIND

ALIGNING OUR WORK WITH OUR MISSION
Since the firm’s inception, advisors and
clients have worked hand in hand to achieve
what during the first meeting seemed
impossible; attaining financial freedom.
Many of the goals that were defined and
forecasted 20 years ago have now slowly
become reality. Due to the success our clients
have experienced, naturally, the business has
experienced similar growth and progress.
As we reflected on the past and forecasted
what is still to come, it became apparent
that having a common understanding of
our core mission was essential. Why do we
continue to do what we do and what are we
doing it for? If we can answer this question
undoubtedly, I feel confident our next 35
years serving our community will be as
rewarding as the first.
On January 12th, we officially moved into
our new home located on the corner of
Grandridge Blvd. and Center Parkway
in Kennewick. This move has provided
numerous opportunities. The first was to
provide space for our advisors to perform
their duties and conduct meetings more
effectively. The second is that it has allowed
us to re-evaluate all of our workflows and
processes. For 20 plus years, our mantra
has been Simplifying Life and it has served
us well, reminding our team to constantly
look for innovative ways to better serve
our clients. As we transitioned to a Trust

Charter in 2016, it became apparent that
our objective was to be a lifelong financial
partner to all of our clients and community.
So, beginning 2018 we are embracing our
new mantra, which is being our clients’
“Financial Partner for Life”.
At HFG, our mission is simple and timeless.
It is centered on taking care of our client’s
best interest, regardless of portfolio size,
profession or background and doing so
with an obsession for client experience.
Everything we do, from opening new
accounts to developing financial plans
should align with this fiduciary and holistic
mindset. It brings tremendous excitement
to our organization to consider how many
individuals, families and businesses we can
help in the future.

A TEAM APPROACH
At HFG Trust, our belief is that two heads
are better one and that collaboration leads
to better results. We have so many talented
professionals in our building that the
traditional business model where a client
only interacts with one broker or advisor
no longer seems rational. As our services
expand, it is unrealistic to expect one
person to hold all the keys and solutions to
every problem, so there will be times that it
makes sense to work with multiple advisors,

Many who are familiar with the Wealth
Management industry know that there is
a reputation. One of the most common
views is that it is a service geared towards
the higher society, and often leaves clients
and prospective clients feeling inadequate
or unbefitting. At HFG Trust, we believe
in client inclusion and that our mission of
being a Financial Partner for Life does not
identify who deserves that service and who
doesn’t. We don’t turn away clients because
of Portfolio Size and have stayed away from
account minimums. What we look for are
clients and prospects that are goal-oriented
and exhibit self-discipline. We don’t offer
exotic products or guarantee returns. What
our team emphasizes and stands behind is
goal accomplishment and 100% unbiased
advice. If you have goals and believe in a
disciplined approach to attaining them,
then we align at the core. For clients and
prospects that are at the very beginning
of their journey, our technology team is
working hard to find the ideal platform to
better serve you. Ultimately, we strive to
take care of every individual and family
that comes through our building, and we
continue to break down walls trying to fulfill
that promise.
President, William Wang CFP®

Employees in the News
NEW HIRES
We are proud to announce three new hires as our firm continues to grow and expand. The emphasis with adding new
team members has been aligning their core values with our firm. These professionals have exhibited excellence in their
professional and scholastic endeavors, and we believe their unique skills and passion for service will no doubt impact the
client’s overall experience.
Janice Wilson joined HFG in August of 2017, and many
of you may have already visited with her. She comes to
us with over 15 years of banking experience, managing
operations and client services. She will assume the role
and responsibility as our Client Service Director and will
oversee the talented service department, ensuring client
onboarding, distributions, account openings and custodial
relationships are enhanced. Janice is local to the Tri-Cities
and has three wonderful children; Kailey, Kelsey and Josh.
HFG welcomed Shaughn Mahoney in November last year.
A recent graduate of Eastern Washington University with
a Finance and Economics emphasis. Shaughn’s role will
be assisting clients with account requests, contribution
strategies as well as helping the planning department

prepare reports and financial plans. Shaughn’s hobbies
include sports and fitness as well as maintaining a healthy
diet.
Kaylynn Prescott is the newest addition to our team, and
she comes to us with over 10 years of financial services
experience at Edward Jones. Kaylynn has worked as a
Branch Administrator, assisting advisors with client service
requests. She also served 2 years working for Edward Jones’
Retirement Services Department. She will bring her talent
and expertise to our team as a Client Service Consultant,
working closely with our 401k team. Kaylynn was born and
raised in the Tri-Cities and in her off time she enjoys riding
her horse and spending time with her family.

UPDATES
Megan Nichols officially passed her Certified Financial
Planner™ board exam in November and is excited to
move forward to the next challenge in her career; helping
individuals and families accomplish their financial goals.
She will also be joining Steve Palm as our resident 401k
specialists to form a qualified team, assisting the firm with
managing company plans and providing financial planning
services to their hard working participants.

Sam Ward is currently working through his Registered
Paraplanner™ or RP® Designation, which will further
qualify Sam to prepare financial plans and review packets
for client meetings. Sam is currently heading up our
Planning Department, helping prepare future planners to
serve our valued clients.

HFG FAMILIES

Our associate advisor, Bri is getting married in
March to her childhood best friend, Stephen
Fields. They got engaged in February of last
year on the slopes of Haleakala at Ulupalakua
Ranch in Kula, Hawaii. We wish Bri and
Stephen many years of love and laughter.

Nick Haberling, son of Ty and Noelia
Haberling recently proposed to his sweetheart,
Mikayla Lynch. 2017 was a busy year for Nick
as he graduated from Gonzaga University
with a bachelor’s degree in Economics while
serving in ROTC. Nick and Mikayla moved
to Fort Worth, Texas late last year, as Nick
started his career in finance as a Relationship
Manager for TD Ameritrade.

Will and Lauran welcomed a new baby boy in
November of 2017. He was born 7 pounds 9
ounces and exhibits all the wonderful features
of mom. Noah Wang is now sleeping through
the night and has been a great addition to the
family.

Recent Events
SEATTLE ESTATE PLANNING SEMINAR
Our Trust Officer, Mike Tallman visited University of Washington in November for
the 62nd Annual Estate Planning Seminar. The purpose of the event was to review
the changes in Tax Law ten months into the Trump Administration as well as Case
Studies on Ethical Challenges for Estate Planning Professionals. Since converting
to a State Chartered Trust company in January of 2016, understanding the Estate
Planning landscape has been of utmost importance. Previously, as Registered
Investment Advisors, it was not necessary to know every detail as it pertains to
this topic. As our clientele in the Trust world continues to increase in quantity and
complexity, Mike has dedicated more time and energy in preparing our firm for
these changes and developing strategies on behalf of our clients so they have the
tools necessary to accomplish their generational wealth vision. We are appreciative
of Mike’s commitment and enthusiasm to serve.

DIMENSIONAL FUND ADVISORS (DFA)
ADVANCED CONVERENCE (AUSTIN, TX)

Mike Tallman, CFP®

Last September, our CEO, Ty Haberling, had the
opportunity to attend a conference hosted by
Dimensional Fund Advisors in Texas. The event
emphasized investment research, white house
events and business strategies with guest speakers:
David Booth (Chairman and Founder of DFA)
and Nobel Laureate’s Eugene Fama and Kenneth
French. Dr. Fama and Dr. French were integral
in developing the equity premium research in
2002, which was later converted to an investment
philosophy called “dimensional investing”. You will
hear more about their research during your annual
client reviews with your advisor. At HFG Trust, we
strongly believe in evidence based investing and
more importantly, lifelong learning.

PERSHING ADVISOR SYMPOSIUM (SEATTLE, WA)
Our president, Will Wang was invited to speak on a panel at the
Regional Advisor Symposium in Seattle, hosted by Pershing in October.
The panel consisted of Stuart DePina, President of Envestnet Tamarac
and Michelle Watson, Executive Vice President of a Family Office in
San Francisco. The topic of discussion was on the future of wealth
management and the direction of the industry as it pertains to client
service, technology, compliance and security. Due to the timing of the
event, many questions focused on cyber and data security. As we are
users of Tamarac, the portfolio trading system that allows all HFG
clients to access their portal and account information, it was comforting
to know Tamarac’s security team are armed with the latest preventative
and reactive strategies for events like data leaks, malware, phishing
and spam to name a few. It is so important, as our landscape changes,
that our firm adapts and adopts new ideas on your behalf so that you
continue to receive the best product and service available.

HFG University

CYBER SECURITY
In 2017, it seemed that at least once a month there was news
about a major data breach in the United States. The most
noticeable of course was the Equifax breach where over 143
million consumers had their personal information compromised.
Unfortunately, this is largely an unavoidable part of life in the
21st Century as everything we do online leaves a data trail that
oftentimes includes personal information. This hasn’t deterred
us from attempting to educate clients on strategies that decrease
the probability of becoming a victim. These tactics make your
data trail a little more difficult to follow for cyber criminals and
data gatherers.

1. LIMIT FREE INFORMATION
Let’s play a game. Go on Facebook, LinkedIn, or any other social
media platforms and see how much information you can gather
on your friends. On average, it takes 5 minutes to find someone
who has listed enough free information that a data seeker could
reasonably impersonate over the phone. From Facebook, users
often have their date of birth, phone number, email address,
education and work history, as well as the city they live in. On
Instagram they have geo-tagged a coffee shop in their photos
multiple times, so one could locate a zip code. Sometimes, these
details are all a financial institution needs to verify identity on
the telephone and begin revealing account information. The only
thing missing was a Social Security Number. The take away is,
keep your information close to the chest and only provide it when
you are certain it is necessary.

3. PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER AND INFORMATION
We’ve primarily focused on how to avoid accidentally giving up
personal information and data. This ensures people passively
gathering data on us receive little information from their efforts.
Now we need to look at how we can protect ourselves from those
actively trying to steal our personal information. First, antimalware and firewall protection is a must. This will help prevent
malicious content from harming and monitoring your computer.
Next, create secure passwords. While it is unlikely there is truly an
unbreakable password, some are easier to get around than others.
When creating a password try to have more than ten characters
as well as a mix of numbers, symbols, etc. Also avoid reusing
passwords. Finally, don’t save your password on a browser. The
“remember your password” option is convenient, but if your
device is infiltrated, someone intending to do harm can log into
your accounts and conveniently steal and edit your personal
information. If you ever see unexpected changes to your address
on specific accounts, this is a sign of fraud. White collar crimes
often start with a change of address as statements and reports
will be automatically mailed to the imposter. If you sense this
happen, promptly alert your financial institution representative.
These are just a few of the steps you can take to protect your
data and personal information. None of these precautions are
foolproof and admittedly won’t prevent the loss of information
when a giant such as Yahoo or Google is hacked. However, in the
modern age of data sharing, these steps will make your footprint
a little smaller and more difficult to follow.

2. BE WARY OF PUBLIC WI-FI
Free Wi-Fi is the modern equivalent of an oasis. Students flock to
Starbucks for it, business professionals use it to stay in the loop
between flights, and it is how we communicate with family and
friends while traveling abroad. While a Public Wi-Fi network
is generally safe for browsing the internet, you should avoid
conducting banking transactions or logging into personal
secured sites. When connected to a public network, it is easy
for other users to intercept your data, so be careful about what
you send and receive. Furthermore, when connecting to Public
Wi-Fi, you need to make sure the network you are connecting
to is actually owned by the establishment. Criminals can set up
hot-spots that look like legitimate Free Wi-Fi, but are actually
intended for more nefarious purposes.
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